This paper describes a translation method for the automatic parallelization of programs based on a separately specified representation of the data. The method unifies the concept of data-representation on the algorithm-level as well as machine-level, based on the so-called view concept. It is shown that given a decomposition of the data, application of the translation method to the view-based Booster programming language results in efficient SPMD-code for distributed-as well as shared-memory architectures. It will be argued that the method is not restricted to Booster, but can also be applied to other languages.
Int reduction
In programming either shared-or distributed-memory parallel computers, programmers would like to consider them as being uni-processors and supply as little extra information as possible on code parallelization and data partitioning. On the other hand, maximum speed-up is desired, without loss of portability. This trade-off is reflected in the existence of a variety of parallel language paradigms, which, regarding to the decomposition method, can be divided into two categories: implicit and explicit. Languages based on implicit descriptions, like functional [Hudak89, Chen881 and dataflow languages [Arvind88] , leave the detection of parallelism and mapping onto a parallel machine to the compiler. Unfortunately, contemporary compilers do not produce efficient translations for arbitrary algorithmmachine combinations. In turn, if a programmer would know the optimal mapping of an algorithm onto a certain architecture most implicit description languages do not provide facilities to express this mapping explicitly. An exception to this is described in EHudak881.
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Most languages based on explicit descriptions specify parallelism c.q. communication and synchronization as integral part of the algorithm. This has the disadvantage that one has to program multiple threads of control, which are generally very hard to debug [Karp88] . Hence, experimentation with different versions of the same parallel algorithm, for example different decompositions, is in general rather cumbersome. Comparably small changes may require major program restructuring.
In this paper, we describe a different explicit approach, that pairs the flexibility of the implicit with the expressiveness of the explicit. In the approach algorithm description and algorithm decomposition are described separately. Efficient SPMD (Single Program Multiple Data) [Karp87] code, in particular communication and synchronization, is generated automatically by the compiler. Furthermore, the compiler uses a model base of target architectures in order to optimize computation and communication efficiency.
The approach of inducing parallelism by explicitly decomposing the data is not new. In [Callahan88, Gemdt89, Kennedy891 applications to Fortran are described, in @ogers89] to Id Nouveau, in [Koelbel87] to BLAZE, and in [Quinn891 to C*. In particular application to Fortran is limited, because of equivalencing, passing of array-subsections to subroutine calls, and any form of indirect addressing cannot be translated efficiently. A second limitation is that the description of complex decompositions and especially dynamic decompositions, i.e. a redistribution of the data at run-time, is not feasible either. An exception is [Kennedy891 where a method is presented to describe redistribution. However, this method still has the drawback that redistribution statements are intermingled with the program code, which limits portability.
A more fundamental problem to these approaches is that distinctive formalisms are used for the description of algorithm and decomposition. Hence, a unified formal system to reason about optimizing transformations at compile-time is not possible. Furthermore, the approaches do not address the issue in the general context of data representation. In our approach the way in which we "view" data on the algorithm level is essential. The approach is illustrated in Fig. 1 . We specify the program P and the involved set of data structures D. By adding the data repre- Especially for sparse data structures the possibility to 'view' them as a compact structure is very convenient from the programmers point of view. To illustrate our method, a high-level parallel programming language called Booster is introduced in Section 2. Programs written in Booster are translated to imperative languages, like (parallel) Fortran, C, ADA, or OCCAM. For Fortran and C, the code-generation is not restricted to distributed-memory computers, but code can also be generated for shared-memory-and vector computers. Section 3 describes the translation of Booster to SPMD-programs in terms of a so-called view calculus. In addition, a number of optimizations with respect to the translation are discussed. In Section 4, the generation of a number of alternative send/receive schemes are elaborated on and an example translation of a Booster program to both a distributed-and shared memory architecture is given. Finally, in Section 5 a brief description is given of the architecture of the Booster translator.
The Booster Language
In this section the Booster language is discussed informally. For a more extensive treatment the reader is referred to [Paalvast89a, b] .
Basic concepts
In a conventional programming language (such as Fortran) the array is used as the basic data structure for storing large amount of related data elements. These elements can be accessed by the use of indices into the array. An index is a rigid pointer to a memory location. It is not possible in these languages to reason about or manipulate indices themselves. Only the data can be moved around or changed, and it is precisely this which makes arrays so awkward whenever sorting or inserting (for example) needs to take place. The use of indirect addressing (e.g., index files) to keep a large database sorted on different keywords is an example of how useful it can be to regard the indices to an array as a separate, manoeuvrable collection of entities. This is particularly true for parallel programming, where it is often important to identify sets of index values that refer to data upon which computations may be executed in parallel. A comparable approach is followed in a language like ACTUS [Perrot87].
Data-and index domain
In Booster, these observations have resulted in a strict distinction between data-and index domain. The data domain consists of several possible data types, just as in conventional languages. Supported in Booster are integers, reals, booleans, and records. The index d,omain consists of nonnegative integer values. On the index domain ordered index sets can be defined, and operations can be performed on these sets independent of the data-elements that the index values in question refer to.
Shapes and views
There are two concepts in Booster to reflect the two domains. The first is the shape, Booster's equivalent of a traditional array: a finite set of elements of a certain data-type, accessed through indices. Unlike arrays, shapes need not necessarily be rectangular (for convenience we will, for the moment, assume that they are). The ordered set of all indices in the shape is called an index set. The second concept is that of the view. A view is a function that takes the index set of a certain shape as input, and returns a different index set. Through the indices in this new index set one can still access the elements of the original shape, but it is as though we now view the shape's data-elements through a different perspective, hence the name. In the first content statement, all elements of A are initialized to 2.5. In the second statement, the value 5 is stored in the lO* element of A, and so on.
Arithmetic Operators Apart from standard scalar operators Booster also supports their multi-dimensional equivalents. For example, a vector A t.ittIeS a SCahU 2 is written as:
Application of these multi-dimensional operators is restricted to pairs of scalars and higher dimensional structures. Other operators can be specified with help of the function construct, which is discussed shortly.
View Statements
We manipulate index sets in so-called view statements. The easiest view to define is the identity view:
v is called a view identifier and does not need to be declared. After this view statement the three content statements will have exactly the same effect. Note that no additional data structure is created. This is typical of all views. Also note the different assignment symbols for view-and content-statements; '<-' for view statements and ' : =' for content statements.
Modules and Functions
A Booster program consists of a set of modules, where each module has a number of input-and output-arguments. Within a module it is possible to encapsulate a number of view-and content statements in functions. Booster functions, like modules, do not have side effects and when a function has only one output argument and at most two input arguments it may be used as an infix operator in content statements. An example of a Booster function is the following:
Here a new language construct is introduced, thefree variable i and j. A treatment of the exact syntax and semantics of this construct is deferred to the next section. This function assigns the vector-vector product Vi*W j to Ui, j 
The following content statements are equivalent:
The construct ( 4 #S ] explicitly specifies the index set that should result from the view, or, put in another way, the domains for the free variables i and j. In the permutation view statement given in the previous sections, the domain of i and hence the resulting index set could be deduced by the compiler from the declaration of A. Here, the compiler needs to be told how to partition the 20 elements of A over the two dimensions of V. The identifier v now becomes for all application purposes identical to a matrix shape. The fact that the index set of this matrix refers, via a view function, to a one-dimensional vector is completely hidden from the 'user of v.
View Functions
Another example illustrates that selection views need not always select consecutive ranges. At this time we introduce the concept of a viewfunction:
The view function is a way of encapsulating related view statements. Input and output arguments are specified and their index sets declared. The use of the implicit index parameter n allows the view function to be applied to vectors of arbitrary length. No content statements may be used in the body of a view function. Note that renumbering compacts the selected collections of non-consecutive indices into rectangular index sets that start from zero.
Below a more complex view function is given, which uses the previously defined function Even and returns the even and odd elements of A.
Consequently, the three following content statements are equivalent:
Example program
We will illustrate some of the concepts of Booster by means of the well-known Gaussian elimination algorithm (without pivoting). This example is also used to illustrate the decomposition technique in Section 2.4. Only those parts of the algorithm are described which are relevant to the discussion. The algorithm takes a previously declared non-singular n x n matrix A as input. The algorithm eliminates in successive steps each column until an upper triangular matrix results. In each step four selections are involved: the pivot element E, the pivot row R, the pivot column C, and the remainder B (Fig.2 ). These selections of the matrix A are defined by the view function pivoting. The generic $-symbol denotes the upperbound of the index set the view is applied to. In this case $ equals m-1.
Representation of the view function pivoting
The algorithm is described in terms of these views:
In the initial step of the algorithm, the index set of A is assigned to the view identifier H. The remainder of the algorithm is coded as a conditional loop with three statements. In the first statement the views E , R, C, and 3 are defined by application of the view function pivoting to H. The content statement describes computation associated with the current views E, R, C, and B. The last statement re-defines H in terms of the previous view. This view recursion is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The algorithm terminates if the size of view H is equal to 1. Before introducing the mapping description formalism of Booster, we return to the shape and view concepts that have been introduced in Section 2. Shapes define the total amount of data-space needed for representing the values the algorithm operates upon. Shapes, however, need not necessarily be translated directly to equally dimensionalizcd data structures in the target languages. The programmer may influence the representation of shapes, by relating the actual representation in a virtual machine and the shape in question through a view. This principle is illustrated in As an example, consider a shape A with index set n#m and two different mappings of this shape on a virtual machine:
Note that the shape A is regarded as a view on the resource ~in_Mem of the virtual machine. The two mappings give a one-dimensional representation of the two-dimensional shape A; the first a row-wise storage scheme and the second a column-wise storage scheme.
Data decomposition
To obtain a partitioning of a shape, again the view concept can be used. If, for example, a two-dimensional shape is to be decomposed in a row-wise fashion for a parallel machine with p processors, this is described using the following view function depicted in Fig. 5 . The first view statement assigns parts of shape A to model M With p processors, effeCtiVdy resulting in a static decomposition. The second view statement assigns parts of the view identifier H to the processor-model M. Note that with the decomposition on the view identifier we surpass the shape-level (see Fig 3. ). The effect of this dynamic decomposition on H, on which all the current calculation is performed, is load-balancing. This in contrast to the first decomposition scheme in which an increasing number processors will become idle as the iteration proceeds. We will return to this in Section 4. The mapping of the algorithm to a machine-model can be specified on different levels of abstraction. These range from a global partitioning of shapes or views (as was shown above) or to a detailed, machine specific, mapping onto processors and memories.
The translation of Booster

Basic view calculus
Due to the inherent complexity of the operations supported by the Booster language, a so-called view calculus has been developed, providing a formal foundation for many types of compile-time optimizing transformations, necessary to ensure an efficient execution. Key aspect of this functional calculus is expression-level view arithmetic, by which the operational semantics of Booster expressions are defined through rewrite rules. In Section 3.1 only those subjects and techniques will be discussed which are necessary for a full understanding of the principles behind the data decomposition driven SPMD code generation method and its application to the Gaussian elimination example of Section 2.3. A more comprehensive treatment including e.g., vectorization issues can be found in [Gemund89] .
Projection
The unary projection function, denoted [i] , 0 Ii I n-1, selects the element vi when applied to the I-dimensional variable V = (vO, ~1, . . . . v,.,). In contrast to the convention used in Booster, [i] is now applied as a function and consequently we write The view reduction in compile-time is fundamental to Booster's view programming concept: views can be thought of as virtual data structures on which. like shapes, any of the usual arithmetic operations are defined. The operational semantics of a Booster expression requires any view reference to be resolved by this technique to an irreducible shape reference.
In the multi-dimensional case, element referencing is formally expressed by composite projection. [v,u] Application of (3.2), followed by application of (3.1), yields
Expression (3.3) equals the identity view, which can be cancelled altogether. Thus, the general reduction technique is to shift projections to the right, leading to the cancellation of constructors, as occurred twice in the previous derivation.
As reduction of 2-composites might be performed as previously discussed, reduction of k-composites necessitates a more generic approach if k is not known at compile-time. For instance, the translation of the Gaussian elimination program given in Section 2.3 involves compile-time reduction of such a k-composite. In the process of resolving view recursion, the view statement The post condition corresponding to this 2-dimensional assignment is obtained by adding a 2-dimensional identity view vec(iJ:n-k-l) vec(j#:n-k-l) [iJ (see (3.3)), and replacing the assignment by a relational '=' operator (effectively turning the content statement into a 2-dimensional expression with each element returning true), i.e. Substitution of (3.4) and subsequent view reduction finally yields the following post condition P(S'), i.e.
which is mapped to the following imperative style pseudo code S': for i := 0 to n-k-2 do
In general, the course of transformation depends on the available operations supported by the actual target architecture, and is guided by execution cost minimization. An example of such an optimizing transformation is vectorization, i.e. rewriting P(S) in terms of vector operators. Data decomposition, i.e. rewriting P(S) in terms of the actual memory structure of the target machine, affects the transformation process in a similar way. This is the main subject of the following sections.
Data decomposition
In Booster the shape is the basic data structure on which the algorithmic operations are performed, typically through the use of views. As discussed in Section 2.4 however, a general d-dimensional shape, in turn, is nothing but an abstraction of its actual memory map, which, in a uniprocessor, is l-dimensional. Thus, a shape itself can be regarded as a view of its memory map. Consider the 2-dimensional shape A with index set n # m. Let Contrary to the uniprocessor case, ADM now represents a vector of pmM local memory maps, effectively defining the first index axis as processor axis and the remaining index space local to each processor. In principle, automatic parallel program generation is essentially based on a similar translation scheme as previously discussed, i.e.
substitution of A by [D] ADM and subsequent reduction.
SPMD generation concept
We present the concept behind the automatic SPMD code generation scheme based on the translation of a simple l- where w(i), aw(i), and ;IV(i), Aw(i) denote processor indices and local memory indices, respectively. After substitution in (3.8), the post condition becomes
The most straightforward translation scheme would be directly based on (3.10). Optimizations will be discussed in the next section. The usual convention that each processor is responsible for the production of its own local data, implies that each processor p traverses the entire index space Qmin --a qmqx and on2y performs the calculation on the condition WV(q)) = p. The corresponding transformation of (3.10) is realized by addition of a vec(p,O:p,,,-1) constructor (which reflects the parallel computation) combined with a predicate w(q)) = p, i.e.
Note, that, despite the increase in dimension, the semantics of (3.11) remains the same as exactly the same index references are generated. For a distributed-memory model of computation, the next step is to express (3.11) in terms of local data. Let VLP denote the partition of VDM local to processor p, such that VDM = vec(p,O:pmax-l)VLP, Let WLP be defined similarly. Then (3.12) and (using a common functional notation)
where thefetch function returns the element with local index Aw(g(q) ) residing at processor m&(q)). Note, that for the purpose of this introductory discussion a message-passing scheme is assumed in which communication is initiated by calculating processors issuing thefetch call. A full discussion on the generation of message-passing primitives will be deferred until Section 4.
Thus, all the run-time evaluation overhead for generating the proper index set Qp can be avoided if the distribution parameters $, tp,min , tp,ma are known at compile-time. For block-decompositions and scatter-decompositions the following two theorems illustrate the conditions for which such an optimization is obtained. Note, that transformation to a shared-memory model of computation is even more straightforward. Back-substitution of (3.9) in (3.10) yields the following (worker) code p := myself:
The applicability of the SPMD generation method presented to shared-memory machines, remains throughout the sequel.
Optimization
As mentioned in the previous section, code generation based on (3.11) is straightforward but not very efficient. All processors traverse the entire index space testing the condition zcv(f(q)) = p, whereas the number of references per individual processor might be reduced by a factor pmau, assuming a fair partitioning. Let Qp denote the exact set of indices to be covered by processor p, i.e. Qp = I 4 1 Mq)) = P, qmin sq -<qmax 1
Let the distribution function e,('t) be chosen such, that it maps a consecutive index domain t = tp,min . . . tp,max to Qp. Then (3.11) can be reduced to op., = f, p := myself; for g := qmin to qmax do (3.15) Proqf: The condition WV(q)) = p impliesf(q) div c = p. Hence, the range forf(q) is given by cp If(q) Ic*p+c-1, which yields q = rf'(c.p)l . . . If-l(csp+c-I)J ifff is monotonic. Since this set of indices is consecutive, it simply follows that 6)p(t) = t. Hence, tp,min and tp,-directly follow from qmin 5 t Iqmm [I The theorem is also valid for monotonic decreasing functionsf(q), provided that the arguments off' are exchanged [I For cases in which f(q) = q, vmin has an analytical solution, i.e. vmin = f(qmin-p)/pmaxl. Hence, it holds that Op(r) = p+pma*t as a = 1 and it also holds that tp,min = 0 ana tp,-= Ltqmax-p)lpmaxJAs discussed in Section 3.3, the convention that each processor is responsible for the production of its own local data, i.e. the produces [nvCf(q)),AVCf(q))JVDM, implies testing the produce condition, i.e. WV(q)) = p. As illustrated by Theorem 1 and 2, under certain conditions this test could be performed at compile-time. Clearly the same technique applies to the test whether the uses, i.e.
[RW(g(q)),ilwfg(q))lWDM, are stored local or are to be fetched from another processor. Again, under the same conditions, the use condition, i.e. w(g(q)) = p, can be evaluated at compile-time, resulting in a simple index set membership test. This point will be elaborated in Section 4.4.
Generation of send/receive statements
For the purpose of the introductory discussion in Section 3.3, the fetch primitive has been introduced in which communication is solely initiated by the calculating processor when the use condition z&f(q)) = p evaluates false. In general however, message-passing architectures usually provide means of communication through a send/receive scheme. Starting point for the following discussion is (3. lo), i.e. Vec(q.qmin.*qnznx) ( bwm),*~Mq,,lvDM = Expr(bwkfq)) 4&W.W'DM) , 1
where for simplicity it is assumed that V and W are decomposed in the same number of partitions, i.e. prna 4.1. Receive scheme Similar to a fetch scheme described in Section 3.3, generation of receive calls is based on testing the use condition, i.e. w(g(q)) zp, as a result of the convention that each processor is responsible for a produce condition, i.e. updating those elements of VDM for which WV(q)) = p. Hence, the transformation of (4.1) equals the post condition described by (3.1 l), where in (3.13) the fetch call is replaced by a receive call returning the element with local index Aw(g(q) ) residing at processor Itw(g(q)), i.e.
else receivdwMqhbvof 4))) (4.2) 4.2. Send scheme Contrary to the above scheme, however, one might have considered an alternative convention, in which each processor is responsible for a use condition, i.e. processing those indices q for which w(g(q)) = p (those elements of WDM, which are local to p). In such a complementary scheme, (4.1) would have become vecfp90:pm-l) VeCfqdhin:q-1 Mgfq)) = P)
in which the VDM and WDM references would be expressed in local terms according to (4.4) (4.5) This corresponds with the fact that send calls would have to be issued when the produce condition xVcf(q)) = p evaluates false. With respect to the semantics of the send function in (4.4) it holds, that a post condition implies Aw(g(q) ) to be stored at local element ;lV(f(q)) residing at processor vcf(q)), (i.e. send may be looked upon as an inter-processor "access" function).
Transformation for send/receive scheme
Consequently, a send/receive scheme the indices which are to be processed according to the original convention (Section 4.1) must now include the index range derived according to the alternative scheme (Section 4.2). Each processor must issue a receive call on a false llse condition and a send call on a false produce condition, i.e. when the complementary processor will issue the corresponding receive call. As a result, the post condition for a combined send/receive scheme becomes vecfp,O:p-1) in which the VDM and WDM references are to be substituted according to (4.4) and (4.2), respectively. The communication system is assumed to provide non-blocking send and blocking receive primitives. Furthermore, we will assume existence of a procedural version for the send primitive,i.e. send(nv(f(q)),h"(f(q)),~~(g(q))), which sends Aw(g(q) ) to processor zVff(q)) where it is received as element AV(f(q)). As a result, (4.6) maps to the following pseudo code 1 := Expr(receive(Kw(g(q) ),hW(g(q)))): else if nw(g(q)) = P then send(~v(f(q)),hv(f(q)),WL[~w(9(q))3): else /* idle */ ; end;
Optimization
Similar to the discussion in Section 3.4, optimizations are possible in which the index range per individual processor is minimized, and, as an additional optimization, the use and produce conditions for receives and sends arc reduced at compile-time to index set membership tests. In a send/receive scheme however, additional require-ments arise with respect to the order in which the individual indices are to be generated if deadlock is to be avoided.
Let Rp ={q11t~Cf(q))=p,q~i~1qIqmar}and Since all possible sends are issued before any computation takes place, this can place a burden on the communication system, as the sends which are not yet received take up buffer space. Note, that all receives could also be executed before any actual computation takes place. This however still implies the necessity of local buffer space.
Unbuffered receive scheme In the previous section all possible sends are issued before any computation takes place. To avoid the necessity of buffering, transmission of data can be deferred to the time when it is actually needed for computation. To solve this we must find out which processor needs a use. Hence, we must search for other processors at the same relative position of r, i.e. r' and test rheir use conditions. This scheme is accomplished by solving y = ~vCf(r')) from the equation P = dky,min+ r -rp,min) div cv, either symbolically at compile-time or with a loop at run-time. When y zp the send must be issued.
Block-send and -receive scheme Some message-passing systems support block-send andreceive primitives in order to speed up data transfers. Let blk_send(x,~"(f(s)),WL[~w(g(s))l,sls~,~~~:s~,~~~) denote block-send, where s~,~~~:s~,~ denotes the local range of the block, which is to be transmitted to processor X. For block-receive a similar primitive applies. Let cv, cw denote the decomposition block sizes for V and W, respectively. Similar to the proof of Theorem 1, the index range s = Sx,min . . . sx,max for which XI&(S)) = x, is given by rx,min= rfdl(c,x)l , s,,,, = lfml(c,-x+c,-l)l. The range of processors to which block-sends apply is given by f(sp,min) div c, Ix If(sp,max) div c,. For the block-receive a similar derivation holds. Program generation is then straightforward. However, often blocksends and block-receives are more easily realized when a variable has a higher dimension, as will be shown in the Gaussian elimination example in the next section.
The Gaussian elimination example
As an example, the SPMD generation method is appiied to the translation of the content stutement of the Gaussian elimination algorithm for a scalar parallel architecture. First a translation is shown for a distributed-memory model with the static block-decomposition (Section 2.4)
Second, a translation is shown for a shared-memory model with the dynamic block-decomposition 
Implementation of the Translator
We are currently working on a prototype implementation of the translator for Booster, which is based on the principles discussed above. As translation of Booster programs is in fact a target architecture dependend reduction sequence, AI-techniques are used to implement the translator. A similar approach is described in [Wang89] . The course of inference, i.e. reduction, within this rule-based system is directed by a performance measures derived from the target architecture. Each architectural model is a virtual machine description (e.g. Fortran-level) including high level operators, such as library-calls and high level communication functions, all with associated performance models. The last step of the translation process is the generation of a parallel program in one of the target languages with addition of the correct language extension appropriate to the specific target dialect (for examples see Karp88]).
Conclusion
We have presented a general method for automatically deriving efficient SPMD-code for distributed-as well as shared-memory processors, given an algorithm and data decomposition description. The translation method as well as the algorithm and decomposition description formalisms are based on the application of the so-called view concept with its associated calculus. To this purpose, the highlevel view programming language Booster is introduced, illustrating its merits by an example of its translation to distributed-and shared-memory architectures.
Our method can also be applied to other languages as well. As can be seen from the method, a number of criteria can be formulated with respect to maximum achievable speed-up when translating programming languages, based on data partitioning. If the functionsfcq) and g(q) and their properties, such as linearity and monotonicity, are known, efficient translations can be generated for b&k-and scatterdecompositions. Traditional languages such as Fortran introduce serious problems regarding general decompositions. From a given Fortran program the functions f(q), g(q), etc., including the appropriate ranges for q, have to be extracted from the source code, which can be quite complex, if not impossible. Dynamic decompositions appear even more cumbersome, since all releveant information on the dynamic decomposition is scattered throughout the program. In this respect, functional languages are more promising, provided that a strict separation between index-and data manipulations can be made (possibly through annotations). The Booster language, as described in this paper, meets both approaches half in between.
Further research will be directed to extending the calculus to a true intermediate formal framework for the description of optimizations like vectorization and parallelization, based on machine models described within the same framework. Although in the current approach, data decomposition is supplied by the user, future research will also focus on incorporating decompositions as integral part of the architecture driven translation process which is described in Section 5.
